
DUBLIN QUIZ LEAGUE 2022-23 SEASON
MATCH 1 - Played 14/11/2022 - Set by Obi Won This Round
RUNNING ORDER + INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS

START OF QUIZ
Teams to toss a coin to determine A & B order

Round 1 - Individual Question Answer
Q1a (Team A Person 1) What was the 2014 Collins English Dictionary word of the year? If you did this to 

someone you would spoil a photograph of them by stepping in front of them as the 
photograph is taken, often doing something silly such as making a funny face.

Photobomb

Q1b (Team B Person 1) What was the 2015 Collins English Dictionary word of the year? If you did this you 
would consume (for example) a vast amount of episodes of a television series in a 
short time?

Binge-watch

Q2a (Team A Person 2) Rades and Sfax are cities in which North African country? Tunisia

Q2b (Team B Person 2) Cali and Medellin are cities in which South American country? Colombia

Q3a (Team A Person 3) The movie Jaws  is based on a novel of the same name by which author? Peter Benchley

Q3b (Team B Person 3) The movie Jurassic Park  is based on a novel of the same name by which author? Michael Crichton

Q4a (Team A Person 4) Which Yorkshire based football club won the English FA Cup in the year in which the 
Titanic sank?

Barnsley

Q4b (Team B Person 4) Which Yorkshire based football club won the English FA Cup in the year in which the 
Lusitania sank?

Sheffield United



Round 2 - Team
Team A to pick a topic first
Team B to pick a topic second

Round 3 - Individual Question Answer
Q1a (Team B Person 1) Sliabh Donard, the highest mountain in Northern Ireland, is in which mountain 

range?
Mourne Mountains

Q1b (Team A Person 1) Carrantuohill, the highest mountain in the Republic of Ireland, is in which mountain 
range?

MacGillycuddy's 
Reeks

Q2a (Team B Person 2) Apollo and Daphne  is a sculpture by which Italian artist? Gian Lorenzo Bernini

Q2b (Team A Person 2) The Thinker  is a sculpture by which French artist? Auguste Rodin

Q3a (Team B Person 3) What is the title of British rock band Kasabian's 7th studio album, released in August 
2022?

The Alchemist's 
Euphoria

Q3b (Team A Person 3) What is the title of British rock band Arctic Monkeys' 7th studio album, released in 
October 2022?

The Car

Q4a (Team B Person 4) Who is the current Italian Prime Minister? Giorgia Meloni

Q4b (Team A Person 4) Who is the current Finnish Prime Minister? Sanna Marin



Round 4 - Team
Team B to pick a topic first
Team A to pick a topic second

Round 5 - Individual Question Answer
Q1a (Team A Person 1) The wheat beer Hoegaarden is brewed in which country? Belgium

Q1b (Team B Person 1) Kopparberg cider is brewed in which country? Sweden

Q2a (Team A Person 2) Named after one of the 1916 Easter Rising leaders, what is the official name of the 
Dublin city bridge known in common parlance as the East Link bridge?

Tom Clarke Bridge

Q2b (Team B Person 2) The Liffey Viaduct is an alternate name for which prominent Dublin railway bridge? Loopline Bridge

Q3a (Team A Person 3) Kilimanjaro is the highest mountain on which continent? Africa

Q3b (Team B Person 3) Aconcagua is the highest mountain on which continent? South America

Q4a (Team A Person 4) In poker, a hand consisting of three of a kind with a pair is better known by what two-
word name?

Full House

Q4b (Team B Person 4) In poker, a hand consisting of an Ace, King, Queen, Jack and 10, all in the same suit, 
is better known by what two-word name?

Royal Flush



Round 6 - Team
Team A to pick a topic first
Team B to pick a topic second

Round 7 - Individual Question Answer
Q1a (Team B Person 1) Tin (with the symbol Sn) and the symbols for which two other elements of the 

periodic table can be combined to make the word "SNOW"?
Oxygen and Tungsten

Q1b (Team A Person 1) Radium (Ra) and and the symbols for which two other elements of the periodic table 
can be combined to make the word "RAIN"?

Iodine and Nitrogen

Q2a (Team B Person 2) Which Royal Navy ship took Charles Darwin on his first expedition around the world? HMS Beagle

Q2b (Team A Person 2) On which Royal Navy research vessel did Captain James Cook travel to Australia and 
New Zealand on his first voyage of discovery?

HMS Endeavour

Q3a (Team B Person 3) Which character in William Shakespeare's Hamlet  is the prince of Norway? Fortinbras

Q3b (Team A Person 3) The brother of Ophelia, which character kills Hamlet in the final scene of the William 
Shakespeare tragedy?

Laertes

Q4a (Team B Person 4) Which 7 letter word beginning with the letter 'V' describes the bright green colour of 
lush grass?

Verdant

Q4b (Team A Person 4) Which 8 letter word beginning with the letter 'C' describes a deep blue colour like a 
clear sky?

Cerulean



Round 8 - Team
Team B to pick a topic first
Team A to use last remaining topic

END OF QUIZ

Question Answer

Spare questions 
Which English midlands football club won their first ever FA Cup in 2021, defeating 
Chelsea in the final?

Leicester City

(only use if necessary)
Which club from the north of England won their first ever FA Cup in 2013, defeating 
Manchester City in the final?

Wigan Athletic

Camembert cheese is associated with which European country? France

Emmenthal cheese is associated with which European country? Switzerland

Maribor is a city in which European country? Slovenia

Marijampole is a city in which European country? Lithuania

Which British band were originally known as "On a Friday"? Radiohead

Which British band were originally known as "Seymour"? Blur



DUBLIN QUIZ LEAGUE 2022-23 SEASON
MATCH 1 - Played 14/11/2022 - Set by Obi Won This Round
TEAM QUESTIONS

Car Logos
Q1 Founded by August Horch, which German car manufacturer's logo is comprised of 4 interlocking 

rings?
Audi

Q2 Which car company's logo consists of three diamond or rhombus shapes meeting at a point? Fittingly, 
the company's name comes from the Japanese for "three rhombuses".

Mitsubishi

Q3 Which Italian car manufacturer's logo includes both a red cross and a stylised rendition of a huge 
snake eating a man?

Alfa Romeo

Q4 With a logo consisting of one large star and several smaller ones enclosed in an oval, Subaru takes its 
name from the Japanese name for which star cluster, which their logo is intended to symbolise?

Pleiades

Rom-coms
Q1 Which 1999 romantic comedy film reunited Pretty Woman stars Richard Gere and Julia Roberts? Runaway Bride

Q2 The 2008 rom-com 27 Dresses starred which former Grey's Anatomy actress? Katherine Heigl

Q3 Which 2010 romantic comedy, starring Amy Adams and Matthew Goode, is set in Ireland? Leap Year

Q4 The late great Betty White starred alongside Ryan Reynolds and Sandra Bullock in which 2009 rom-
com?

The Proposal



Great Lighthouses of Ireland
Q1 Built in the 12th century and located in County Wexford, which lighthouse is now considered to be 

the oldest in operation in the world?
Hook Lighthouse 
(accept Hook Head)

Q2 The Bailey lighthouse, built on its current site in 1814, is located on which Dublin promontory? Howth Head

Q3 Two of the so-called 'great lighthouses of Ireland' and located in the counties of Donegal and Down, 
share which name?

Saint John's Point

Q4 Considered to be one of the most beautiful lighthouses in the world, which lighthouse stands 
between Lough Swilly and Mulroy bay in the north of Ireland?

Fanad Head

Jets
Q1 Jet as a gemstone became fashionable during the reign of which monarch? She wore it for decades as 

part of her mourning dress following the premature death of her husband.
Queen Victoria

Q2 Actor Jet Li's first role in a non-Chinese film was as a villain in the 4th instalment of which successful 
action movie franchise?

Lethal Weapon

Q3 Located 9-12km above sea level, what are the strongest of the so-called "jet streams" in Earth's 
atmosphere? These air currents can move at over 180 km/h. 

Polar Jets

Q4 The New York Jets won their only Superbowl title in 1969 by defeating which team from Maryland, 
who themselves won their only Superbowl title in 1971?

Baltimore Colts



Sculpture
Q1 Monolithic human-like sculptures called "moai" are an iconic feature of what Pacific island? Easter Island (Rapa 

Nui)

Q2 In what Dublin building can you find Oliver Shepherd's statue "The Death of Cuchulainn"? GPO

Q3 In 1897 the British captured and ransacked Benin City in modern-day Nigeria, controversially carrying 
away thousands of so-called "Benin bronzes". These sculptures were not solely made from bronze but 
also from what other metallic alloy?

Brass

Q4 What is the three-letter name of the muscular, fierce-looking statues which stand at the entrance to 
many Buddhist temples in Japan acting as guardians?

Nio

Ancient Olympics
Q1 Although women were not allowed to compete nor even attend the Ancient Olympic games, one 

loophole allowed the daughter of the King of Sparta to win multiple victory wreaths, because she was 
the owner of what piece of equipment central to one of the events? The 1959 movie Ben-Hur 
features a memorable scene depicting this same event taking place in ancient Rome.

Chariot (accept 
chariot racing)

Q2 After competing, ancient Greek athletes used an instrument called a "strigil" for what purpose? Scraping off oil,dust 
and sweat (accept 
any answer relating 
to cleaning, etc)

Q3 The ancient pentathlon consisted of discus, jumping, javelin, sprint and which other sport - which in 
the modern Olympics is completely separate from athletics?

Wrestling

Q4 Blood sacrifices took place every day of an ancient Olympic festival culminating in a hecatomb on the 
final day, which involved the sacrifice of how many oxen?

100



The Stuff of Life
Q1 The complete human genome is made up of how many pairs of chromosomes? Your answer should 

be a prime number.
23

Q2 What adjective is applied to DNA (whether within or between genes) which has no discernible 
purpose? This adjective can also be applied to food which provides little or no nutritional value.

Junk

Q3 What multinational scientific initiative, begun in 1990 and completed in 2003, sought to document 
the sequence of 3 billion human DNA building blocks called bases?

Human Genome 
Project

Q4 In 2003, a species of which extinct mammal, originally native to a European mountain range, was the 
first animal to become "unextinct" through genetic cloning? In July of that year, a cloned female was 
born alive and survived for several minutes, before dying from lung defects.

Pyrenean ibex 
(accept goat)

Sondheim
Q1 "The Demon Barber of Fleet Street" is the subtitle of which of Stephen Sondheim's musicals? Sweeney Todd

Q2 "Gangway" was the working title for which 1957 musical, in which Sondheim collaborated with 
Leonard Bernstein?

West Side Story

Q3 Which 1987 Sondheim musical, based on a book by James Lapine, intertwines the plots of several 
Brothers Grimm fairytales?

Into the Woods

Q4 Which 1965 Sondheim musical - a collaboration with Richard Rodgers - is the only Sondheim musical 
to ask a question in its title?

Do I Hear a Waltz?


